Trail users are permitted on developed trails only.
Trail users must limit speed to trail conditions and pass with caution.
Trails and underpasses may be closed due to seasonal flooding.
Skateboarding is prohibited.

The Following Activities Are Prohibited
Harming or disturbing wildlife and plants; and feeding animals.
Assembly of structures, commercial vending or posting of signs.

Special Provisions for Trails
Trail users are permitted on developed trails only.
Trail users must limit speed to trail conditions and pass with caution.
Trails and underpasses may be closed due to seasonal flooding.
Skateboarding is prohibited.

Additional Information and Emergencies
Shoreline Park and Trail Information  650-903-6392
Park Facility Permits and Reservations  650-903-6331
Police, Fire and Medical Emergencies  911
(If near a bench, please give bench number to dispatcher)

**NOTE:** Dogs on leash allowed on Stevens Creek Trail from
El Camino Real to Crittenden Trailhead only. No dogs allowed
beyond that point.

Chapters 5 and 38 of the Mountain View City Code contain the
regulations listed above and others applicable to City parks and trails